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Game of Thrones meets Graceling in this shocking and action-packed fantasy - the highly

anticipated final book in the New York Times best-selling Snow Like Ashes series. Angra is alive,

his Decay is spreading - and no one is safe. Meira will do anything to save her world. With Angra

trying to break through her mental defenses, she desperately needs to learn to control her own

magic - so when the leader of a mysterious Order from Paisly offers to teach her, Meira jumps at the

chance. But the true solution to stopping the Decay lies in a labyrinth deep beneath the Season

Kingdoms. To defeat Angra, Meira will have to enter the labyrinth, destroy the very magic she's

learning to control - and make the biggest sacrifice of all. Mather will do anything to save his queen.

He needs to rally the Children of the Thaw, find Meira, and finally tell her how he really feels. But

with a plan of attack that leaves no kingdom unscathed and a major betrayal within their ranks,

winning the war and protecting Meira slip further and further out of reach. Ceridwen will do anything

to save her people. Angra had her brother killed, stole her kingdom, and made her a prisoner. But

when she's freed by an unexpected ally who reveals a shocking truth behind Summer's slave trade,

Ceridwen must take action to save her true love and her kingdom, even if it costs her what little she

has left. As Angra unleashes the Decay on the world, Meira, Mather, and Ceridwen must bring the

kingdoms of Primoria together...or lose everything.
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So many people die. That's what happens in a war. People you love, like, hate.Meira is taken in by



Rares and his wife, Oana. They are part of the Order of the Lustrate. Not only do they give Meira a

few revelations, they teach her how to use her power to the fullest. How to control herself. How to

defeat Angra and his Decay.I love that more people came together to help the Winterians in the

battle against Angra. I love there was a happy ending for a few people but was very saddened at

some of the people that died.There really isn't a whole lot for me to say without giving out spoilers.

This is one of those books that ever little thing leads to a spoiler with me. I can be simple and say

there was the war, there were deaths, there were good things, there were bad things. Meira did see

her mother again, in a sense.I was very happy with the overall ending, obviously not with the

deaths, but with Meira, Mather and Theron and the kingdoms.I will always love the Winter kingdom

the best. Not because of who's in it, but for my love of Winter and having places with seasons in a

book was pretty awesome to me. Ã¢Â™Â¥

I bought the first book in the series because  recommended it to me on the home page, and fell in

love. I finished the first one in less than two days and bought the rest of the series right away. The

books feel fresh, like a completely new idea rather than a barely concealed spin off of another

series. The main character is at times a bit annoying in how stubborn she is, but at the same time it

is a key part of who she is and it's nice to have a character with obvious flaws that eventually make

her stronger. The books do at times use convenient plot points to get the characters out of bad

situations, but it's not hard to get past that and get back into the story. The books are written for

middle or high school students, so don't expect anything incredibly complex, but they're a good read

if you are looking for a new fantasy world you can sink into.

Wow this was an emotional roller coaster of an ending to a wonderful trilogy. Miera really steps into

her place in this world in this finally book she accepts what she thinks she has to do, as she finally

gives into her feelings for her soulmate and comes to terms with what must happen for her to stop

angra and his decay from destroying everything. The fight to save Primoria and rebuild to something

new comes across in a heart breaking page turning epic conclusion to this three book series. I cried

so hard at the end not only from the fact that the story is over but because of the thankful

acknowledgements the author leaves for her fans. I also love that i was able to tweet and connect

with the author as i read sharing quotes that made me laugh and that i really loved. This is a great

series a must read for Ya Fantasy fans.

No spoilers! Everything comes to an epic conclusion in this book. Will the Queen of Winter survive



and beat Angra, the King of Spring who wants to rule the entire world? The darkness can take ahold

of anyone. You must read this series! An amazing world is found within awaits you! Kingdoms that

reflect the seasons with inhabitants that channel their own seasons in their unique characteristics.

Royals that have magic. A unique storyline that will delight you!

I truly enjoyed the first installment, but sadly the writing in the final left me skipping over large

sections.

Such a perfect end to a fantastic trilogy! Absolutely loved these books wholeheartedly Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ

Sara Raasch is a genius when it comes to character development. It was really nice to get the

perspectives of three different characters in this book; especially three of the main characters. I

would highly recommend this trilogy to anyone! Ã°ÂŸÂ™ÂŒÃ°ÂŸÂ’Â—

I don't want to write an in depth review. I'll make it short.This series is one of my favorites. It ended

beautifully and was wonderfully written.The way the author spun the world in which this book is set,

was breathtaking.Mather. Oh my. Mather. And Meira.I am sad because I really loved what Theron

could have been. I am hoping for an extension of this trilogy to be written, about Theron.Beautiful

series.

I enjoyed the last half of the book tremendously. It was suspenseful and it moved very fast to the

point where u couldn't imagine putting it down. I enjoyed Meira's growth over the three books and

though at times it seemed too quick, overall it felt organic and accomplished.The reason I gave it 4

stars is because at times ( especially in the beginning, the story seemed to move at a much to slow

pace. Also had a hard time with Meira's feeling towards her mother all the way to the end. They

didn't seem quite resolved in a positive way.Overall it was a lovely, adventurous and tragic way to

end the series.
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